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Survey shows tough year for small business 
 
66% of Australian businesses have reported increased (41%) or stable (25%) revenue this year, and more than 80% 

of businesses expect to have positive or stable revenue figures in 

Australian Small Business Survey released 

 

Over 1200 small business owners and managers took part in the 

Survey conducted by software specialist 

throughout the year, their expectations 

 

Reckon’s Business Division CEO, Gavin Dixon

many small businesses in Australia have remained profitable and 

 

“2011 has been challenging for many small operators

businesses have seen an increase in costs and nearly half have faced increased competition for the

services,” says Dixon.  

 

“Despite these challenges, as well as concerns about economic conditions and rises in living costs, it is heartening to 

see that businesses are feeling relatively upbeat about the year ahead with four out of five busin

increase their revenue or for it to remain stable in 2012.”

Revenue performance figures varied only slightly from state

(44%) businesses indicated an increase in revenue 

The 2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small Business Survey

for 1 in 3 businesses, with increased costs of living

(20%) ranking as the second and third highest concerns. 

 

“Respondents have ranked uncertain economic conditions

owners and managers want to be able to control their business future

vulnerable, “ says Dixon. 
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shows tough year for small business but optimism remains

Australian businesses have reported increased (41%) or stable (25%) revenue this year, and more than 80% 

have positive or stable revenue figures in 2012, according to the 

released today. 

Over 1200 small business owners and managers took part in the 2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small Business 

 Reckon Limited last month to gauge how businesses have performed 

 for the year ahead, as well as to uncover technology and lifestyle 

Reckon’s Business Division CEO, Gavin Dixon, says the survey shows that despite global uncertainty this year, 

many small businesses in Australia have remained profitable and are optimistic about the year ahead.

small operators in Australia. Reckon’s survey shows t

seen an increase in costs and nearly half have faced increased competition for the

concerns about economic conditions and rises in living costs, it is heartening to 

see that businesses are feeling relatively upbeat about the year ahead with four out of five busin

remain stable in 2012.” 

Revenue performance figures varied only slightly from state-to-state. Close to half of all NSW

businesses indicated an increase in revenue in 2011.  

 

2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small Business Survey showed economic conditions ranked as the 

increased costs of living (21%) and the introduction of a carbon pricing scheme in 2012 

d third highest concerns.   

economic conditions high again this year. This is not surprising. Business 

owners and managers want to be able to control their business future, global uncertainty can leave 
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but optimism remains   

Australian businesses have reported increased (41%) or stable (25%) revenue this year, and more than 80% 

2012, according to the 2011 Reckon Annual 

2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small Business 

to gauge how businesses have performed 

technology and lifestyle trends. 

that despite global uncertainty this year, 

are optimistic about the year ahead. 

Reckon’s survey shows the vast majority (81%) of 

seen an increase in costs and nearly half have faced increased competition for their products or 

concerns about economic conditions and rises in living costs, it is heartening to 

see that businesses are feeling relatively upbeat about the year ahead with four out of five businesses expecting to 

 
state. Close to half of all NSW (46%) and Victorian 

ranked as the top concern 

(21%) and the introduction of a carbon pricing scheme in 2012 

not surprising. Business 

global uncertainty can leave many feeling 

2011

2012 expectations



 

 

 

A report covering the 2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small Business Survey

http://home.quicken.com.au/Documents/PDF/2011_ReckonSmallBusinessSurveyFindings.pdf

 

Editor’s note: Some other key findings are listed below. If you would like to speak with Reckon’s

CEO, Gavin Dixon, please contact Rebecca Kington on 0413 359 009 (more details below).

 

Media contact details: 

Rebecca Kington 

PR Executive, Reckon Limited 

Ph : +61 2 9577 5718/0413 359 009 

E-mail: rebecca.kington@reckon.com.au

 

Summary of key findings: 

1268 users of Reckon’s small business software, QuickBooks, took part in the

Business Survey. 94% of respondents had less than

employees.  

 

• 66% of businesses increased revenue (41%) or remained stable (25%) in 2011

• 81% of businesses expect to increase revenue (47%) or remain stable (34%) in 2012

• 81% of businesses have faced an increase in costs in 2011

• 58% of businesses have increased profits (29%) or remained stable (29%)

• 70% of businesses expect to increase profits (35%) or remain stable (35%) in 2012

• 75% of businesses expect the introduction of

• 24% of respondents have purchase an iPad or tablet

• 20% of businesses use social media as part of their work activities

• 55% of businesses have a website

• 59% of respondents indicate tha

balance, and 43% want less stress.

 

About Reckon 

Reckon Limited (RKN) is an Australian publicly listed company. Reckon is a leading provider of best

management solutions for accounting and bookkeeping professionals, as well as small to medium businesses, small 

office/home office users and personal wealth management sectors. Reckon is well known as the Australian 

developer of QuickBooks and Quicken accounting softwa
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2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small Business Survey results is available 

/home.quicken.com.au/Documents/PDF/2011_ReckonSmallBusinessSurveyFindings.pdf

Some other key findings are listed below. If you would like to speak with Reckon’s

CEO, Gavin Dixon, please contact Rebecca Kington on 0413 359 009 (more details below).

rebecca.kington@reckon.com.au 

1268 users of Reckon’s small business software, QuickBooks, took part in the 2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small 

94% of respondents had less than 19 employees, of these 69% have between two and 19 

66% of businesses increased revenue (41%) or remained stable (25%) in 2011 

expect to increase revenue (47%) or remain stable (34%) in 2012

81% of businesses have faced an increase in costs in 2011 

58% of businesses have increased profits (29%) or remained stable (29%) 

70% of businesses expect to increase profits (35%) or remain stable (35%) in 2012

expect the introduction of carbon pricing will increase their costs in 2012

24% of respondents have purchase an iPad or tablet-sized computer in 2011 

20% of businesses use social media as part of their work activities 

55% of businesses have a website 

of respondents indicate that increases profitability is a goal for 2012. 58% selected better work/life 

balance, and 43% want less stress. 

Reckon Limited (RKN) is an Australian publicly listed company. Reckon is a leading provider of best

lutions for accounting and bookkeeping professionals, as well as small to medium businesses, small 

office/home office users and personal wealth management sectors. Reckon is well known as the Australian 

developer of QuickBooks and Quicken accounting software. 
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results is available online here: 

/home.quicken.com.au/Documents/PDF/2011_ReckonSmallBusinessSurveyFindings.pdf  

Some other key findings are listed below. If you would like to speak with Reckon’s Business Division 

CEO, Gavin Dixon, please contact Rebecca Kington on 0413 359 009 (more details below). 

2011 Reckon Annual Australian Small 

19 employees, of these 69% have between two and 19 

expect to increase revenue (47%) or remain stable (34%) in 2012 

70% of businesses expect to increase profits (35%) or remain stable (35%) in 2012 

carbon pricing will increase their costs in 2012 

58% selected better work/life 

Reckon Limited (RKN) is an Australian publicly listed company. Reckon is a leading provider of best-of-breed business 

lutions for accounting and bookkeeping professionals, as well as small to medium businesses, small 

office/home office users and personal wealth management sectors. Reckon is well known as the Australian 
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